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Changes in the Automobile Law.
Lhe automobile law, enacted by your honorable bodies in

chapter 534 of the Acts of 1909, has, we feel, given satisfa
tion. It may not be desirable to change the law in any re
spect at the coming session of the General Court. There is
however, an apparent omission which the commission believe
should be rectified, if any amendments at all are to be mad
in the law. It should he made an illegal act for a person
having the control of a motor vehicle to permit another to
operate it who has not the legal right to operate. This would
apply particularly to the operation of motor vehicles hy per-
sons under sixteen years of age, and by unlicensed persons
when not accompanied hy a licensed chauffeur or operator, as
required hy law.

Obsolete Ebcoeds.
Another question the commission would like to call to your

attention is the question of obsolete records.
Under the motor vehicle law, as at present in force, by

sections 2 and 26 of chapter 534 of the Acts of 1909 the
Massachusetts Highway Commission is required to keep at itskeep at i

main office a proper record of all applications and of all cer
tificates and licenses issued by it.

These records are now becoming very cumbersome, and an
little value after the expiration of two years, and keeping

them on file involves the State in unnecessary expense and
the commission's employees in considerable labor. There
ieems to be no corresponding advantage to the public.

The records for the preceding year, including applications
for registration and licenses and copies of the licenses and
certificates issued, are of value in issuing new licenses and
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certificates during the current year; they are also occasionally
needed in court; hut after the expiration of two years these
papers become of no particular value to the commission or the
community.

The commission would suggest that this condition probably
exists in many other departments, not only of the State but
various cities and towns, where papers which have become of
no value are required to be kept as a part of the public records.
This is probably particularly true of applications for licer
of various kinds, such as dog licenses, hunters’ lice
and copies of the licenses themsehv

The commission would recommend, therefore, that the
Legislature consider the advisability of the passage of a
eral law authorizing the destruction of such useless records
after the expiration of a suitable period of time, or when
they have outgrown their usefulness, with the approval
the Commissioner of Public Record
this department, at any rate, be authorized by law to destroy
in its discretion, obi
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